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The Interpretation and Application-of a Program of Teacher Education Utilizing

The New College Experimental Teacher-Education Program was developed

to provide a field-centered experience for a group of undergraduates in-

terested in pursuing careers in elementary education. The Teacher Innova-

tor Program at Teachers College, Columbia University provided the major

source of theoretical :ideas and concrete materials for the program. The

specific educational philosophies,. personal and professional backgroweods

of the program's developers all contributed to the form and substance of

The directioh and structure that the program eventually took deriyed

from our belief that a teacher education program should provide experiences

whereby trainees:--

1. Acquire knowledge_ of -the major content areas that

comprise the elementary school curriculum.

Acquire knowledge of _'the major theories of child

development and child behavior.

Acquire knowledge of the philosophic foundations of

education.

Acquire knowledge of curriculum planning and develop-

ment.

Develop skill in interacting sensitively and

with learners and with peers.

6. Develop skill in organizing the social structure of

the classroom.

Develop skill in analyzing

teachers and learners,

8. Develop grnater insight

flexibly

into their own and others

emotional and professional growth and development.



Towards coal the conponents of our prorrm were developed.

Additiodally, becauf3d we believe th.:IL our society and its.cducational

innt]trtienf:; muLA: be relTonie to chanro and. must nnsune Ieaderaip

in arc;:is of jJ:nov:.tion, wo intcnded that the New CoYier,e Teacher Edu
catio wo.,111A encourare the develepmont in tra!,n0cs of an in

ind:Tndont spirit.



BACKGROUND

During the academic year 1971-1972, a new teacher education program

'14as designed (to be'implemented in 72-'73) for.a pilot group of 14 students

enrolled in Hofstra University's experimental college within the larger'

university, New College. in order to understand :the program and its pOsition

in the total New College experience, we will briefly exaMine thejion7traditional

structure and curriculum of New College._

A basic premise underlying New College i that "'Students learn best when
1

pursuing goals which they perceive as relevant." It is for this reasen'-that.*

students, in conjunction with a faculty advisor, Construct individual pro

grams They may explore any one of four areas of.concentration: the Human

ities, the. Social Sciences; the Natural Sciences or the Liberal Arts Which

draws uPon cembinatiOns of the above. There is a distinct lack of emphasis

On mandated courSes. In fact, there.are.only three units of an interdisci-7

plinary nature required in the Freshman Year, and One Final Unit taken in

the Senior Year which provides for personal asesement of ,academic growth

over the college years. (A unit is defined as a completed set Of learning:

experiences, thereby allowing for variations in pace.) The remaining

twenty-Six units are individually selected and may include courses in Con-

.

ventional classroom settings, individual or small group. study, tutorials,

peer teaching, workstudy, and numerous other possibilitieS. A Premiull(is

placed on independence, choice and student responsibility for the direction

.and form of his college experiences.
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notl er din cha.rac tic at Gc.11ege is U10 optional

FncoLnter Year. For oncis .:Ly.-..ounter, a ntudent dcrirns a personal project

Ls, nuhjec to adv n is approval) 1.!1:i ch m..r take him away from

the 111. 71vrs I ty kj, ;70(:i.:11 17ork, ai. al.prontice ship 1.n ( s

profo;;;.1.en stndy, i'eaec 'Gype

sorrice, etc., the many opt:inns that have boon eyplor(d as .En-

coun-ter experienees.

Tu wan in ccn,-.Raction ul.th the AcounLer Year that we of Tiofstrats

1)<-7narlurlent of :]-1c..antar-j, E cntiun called upon to devise a pro IL

.for i;e,..; College ..s..umie,nts intoresUed. in pursuin, care.:n'a in teaching*

The proram. .:-!c'e:loped is an interpretation, modification and

application of tee Tenchnr innovator Proram developed by Bruce Joyce and

s acf-3eciate!, et To?chnrs Ge:1.-Leun , Ce1neia 1-?iver!-.;:i ty. The basic scope

and sequence of the entire prov,ram is pertrayed in .1;iai-Tam 1. However,

we prenently, ac:Vress ouree].ves to the main bot, of the proc,ne.m, the

Encoilnuer rear.

32 weeks

A basic assl...:-ption underlying our nrof:ram is that in teacher traininr:

we cannot educate within the coller,o alcne, for theory and practice 1:!'.int

be closely related in ti.rre and place. Students must be in the field en-

countc.r3.n,-- the "rX.:.1. :,-0171Ci" thrcuThout their train iii:. Reference to cur

SccThe and Sequence nbart (Id ierain T) Jrntes Low we translat&', this

rt.,;;m1,-Intion into practice.



During the first 5 months of the Encounter. Year the New College. :i.taacicnt:3

(hereafter referred to as Inter-in) were placed two per classroom in clonont%ry

schools in a whito, class, suburban stting. They spent days a

week in these clinical placements, and wore on campus one day a week for

sessions in which the various components of the program were developed -

flodels of Teachir.g, Human Helntions, etc.

For the second half of the Encounter Year, one of three possible clinical

placements was mutually decided upon by each Intern and 11..s P.dvisor,

based on'assessments from the first 'placement, and professional interest.

Three Interns were placed in a small private suburban school with a 12.17e

proportion of younsters with social and/or emotional problems. Five others

were placed in a public school in a low socio- economic area in New York City,

and another group of five was placed in a public school in en intETrated,

:Low income area in a suburb of Lon;; Island, New York. Interns spent throe

full days a week in their clinical placements, and two days on the. Hofstra

campus for particiationand instruction in various con.r)nents of the program.

The coopraticw: teachers involved in all plscements ,;cre c)pted to t,;an New

College F,::porimental Teacher EdacatIon 1=rogr;:lm ra-!,ionalc, objectives,

curriculum and procedures - and whenever po:-sible they were pro7ided with

copies or our proto,.. 1 an:i training Materials so tbat Lhey cb.'crstand

the needs or their 7:14,crns in terns of groupr of Hillr.on, a:H.-hwntr;,

etc.

Ti.ourlic)ut tbe yr,a1. "l r
' 1 1The



by the professors who developed the program and who provided the on-campus

instruction. Each of the three professors was directly responsible for

four to five Interns (Spe:.-visors chaned at mid-aar), whom she supervised

teekly on an ir_ferr.al basis. Additionally, each supervisor 'ertS required to

formally observe her Interns on eight occasions. Frequent evaluative meet-

ings with public school personnel were scheduled as well.

At the Tudterm and at the close of each semester, indej.:endent ratins

of the interns were obtained from their cooperating teachers, their super-

visors, and the Interns themselves°.

COMPONENTS CF THE PHOGHAN

Models of Teaching

A Nodels of Teaching component, was included in our program based on

Joyce's contention that etne bade methodologies or education are theoreti-
2

cal specifications of learning environments." Based on this premise, our

program was "structured to explore a variety of learning environments,

their theoretical bases, and to develop the clinical repertoire necessary

3
to carry them out." The assumption here is that children have different

learning styles and characteristics, and a tcacr needs a rail e of teach-

ing strategies to deal with them effectively.

Furthermore, we conceptualized the role of teacher as one of ino7ator.

This view of teacher derives from Joyce's conceptualization of teacher as

innovator, institution bulder and scholar.

It was expected that the New Collc.we prorram would irovide

with the theoretical and clinical expertise to analyze, rnoi rii and develop

original teachin stra:.,egl and learning cnv.iron.,ents, th

models as a departure point. Therefore, the models component became the

major vehicle for helping interns assume the innovator role.



Earlier, we stated our belief that theory and practice must go hand in

hand. We believe, as does Joyce, that the two must be "linked in the instruc-

tional s:;ster:1 in sueh a way that Lite students apply the model very cloce in

4
time to the point where, they begin to study it." Therefore the thirty-two

week clinlcal field experience w: ;z., essential to successful implementation of

the lodele of Teaching component. (This field-centered exper:Leace also was

relevant to other components of our program, as will emerge when they are

considered in ether parts of this paper.)

The models chosen for study represent 3 of the four basic families de-
5

fined by Joyce and Weil. -ach family embodies a different orientation toward

man and his universe. Social interaction Sources provideA the Group Investi-'

gation odel; information processing Sources provided the Bruner and Taba

lodels; l'er;:ional Sources provided Synectics and Role Playing. The reader is

referred to Joyce and Weilys lodels of Teaching for development of the models

and detailed specifications.

In terms of protocol and training materials, programmed modules developed

at Teachers College wore used, as well as Joyce, 'deil and Wald's Three Teaching

Strategies for the Social Stwiles (Chicago: Science Research Associates, 1972).

In addition to these, filmstrip-cassette exemplars were presented, readings

and discussion sessions exploring the theory of the models were rti]ir.e1, and

per and micro-teaching sessions were provided - some being video1 .:toed. 'rule

si-nificance of media in the instructional stares we believed was crucial.

This was based on the notion that "t;onceptual O,velopment can occur air 1,(1

1,:'arner already has au adequate body of perceptual inputs." beiiLved



filmstrips, video-tape feedback and demonstration lessons would Provide a

substantial source of perceptual input, and consequently utilized these formats.

In order to assess Intern' levels Of competence in actualizing t'ee models;

audio tape recordings of the Interns interacting with learners in the elemen-

tary school classroom were obtained.

These tapes, as well as live observations of Interns implementing the

models, were discussed and evaluated in individual conferences with supervisors,

and in seminars as well.

The Nodels Component and the Curriculum Content Component of our program

were planned in a linking fashion. Concept Formation Models (Bruner and Taba)

were taught in conjunction with classroom instruction in Social Studies, Math

and Scieae Group Investigation and Role Playing weae taught in conjunction

with clasereem instruction in Social Studies. Synectics was taught in con-

junction aith Language Arts. We had intended to present the Behavior Modifica-

tion model in conjunction with instruction in Science and Math. Unfortunately,

time precluded presentation of that model.

We believed that each model choseh would have particalarly wide and

meaningful application to the discipline it was paired with, although students

were encouraged to translate earal model into many different subject areas,

thereby demonstrating their grasp of the models' versatility, and their own

ability to match models with suitable individuals and objective ;. v2e believed

this to be essential, if education was to assume the "pluralistic" structure

Joyce advocates. It is his belief that "Children unit ad-Alts alike should
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have a 'cafeteria of alternative:3v which stimulate their growth, and nurture

both their unique potential and their capacity to make common cause in the
7

rejuvenation of our troubled :Jociety." The Nodels of Teaching Component we

believed to be a suitable curriculum vehicle for developing a pluralistic

structure for education.

Curriculum Conent Component111impa.....

The first content component introduced was Language Arts. This area

was chosen as a point of departure because we view Language Arts as the

structural foundation upon which the entire elementary school curriculum is

built. Varied aoproaches to facilitating Creative Writing, teaching spelling,

English grammar, the arts of speaking and listening were explored. Peer

teachin,71 followed by independent and supervised micro-teaching took place.

Current research and varied practices in the teaching of Reading were

investigated by our Interns (i.t.a., Words in Color, Alpha One, Language

Experience Approach, s.a.A., Sullivan, Literature-based Individualized Read-

ing, etc.). Nini-Course #18 developed by the Far West Laboratories for Ed-

ucational '.research and Development (1971) was utilized as the major instruc-

tional system for learning the skills of decoding.

The mini-course module utilized the following format: Interms viewed

video-taped demonstration lessons, administered diagnostic tests to learners

- "".

micro-teaching were conducted by supervisors and peers.
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An independent system for learning Reading Comprehension skills was

developed and introduced by our Reading and-Language Arts specialist.

Instruction in Social Studies was provided by ourSocial Studies spec-

ialist. The content for this component drew upon the Social Science disci-

plines. The instructor's emphasis parallels the thinking of Popkewitz apd

Bruner who perceive the importance of having children "learn to bring their

resources to bear on problems that matter to them, have experiences that

allow them to deal with ambiguity, complexity, and the diversity of human

existence, and act within a community that has its 'own sense of compassion
8

and responsibility for its members1". The methods of inquiry of the social

sciences can provide the means for dealing'with these issues of human exist-

ence. As Popkewitz indicates, children can focus "the different questions

and modes of interpretations on the activities of their daily existence, for

example by looking at the happenings of their class, peer group, or school.

Or attention may be given to groups in their community, agencies, 4ndustries,
9

unions, or associations."

Interns were familiarized with the theory, and then investigated exist-

ing Social Studies materials. In keeping with the belief that theory and

practice should go hand in hand, Interns were required to develop and teach

a social studies mini-unit and depth unit embodying this theory.

Stemming from the concept of Teacher as Innovator, inte..ns nad to form-

ulate objectives, procedures and evaluation techniques a.;.:-Jpriate to L-leir

units. Suitable materials had to be designed, construci and select d to

aid the Interns in implementing their units. Arnowg the por.nibilitier.. e7-

plored by the Interns were the development of Social Studies games, simula-

tions, plays, data banks, filmstrips and movies.



Instruction in iAathematics and Science were done by our lath and

Science Specialist. The theoretical implications of the works of Piaget,

Brunr, Dienes, Gagnc; and others were explored, and laboratory workshops

were held providing for interaction with a variety of contemporary mater-

ials and programs in Yathematics and Science. Emphasis was placd on

havin7 the Intern personally experience activity, problem-solvin apnroaches

to learning. Original individual and group projects within the areas of

nathematics and Science were outgrowths of ',Iese workshops. These formed

the bases of experiences that were attualized by the Interns in their

clinical placements. As in the Social Studies area, students had to de-

velop and exeeate depth units for their children in the schools - replete

with rationale, objectives, procedures, original and commercial materials

and evaluative techniques.

Furthermore, interns identified through testing as being deficient

in mastery of content in I:athematics were required to reach an accontable

level of proficiency as measured by post-testing. Toward this end, options

included film series, auditing of content courses) programmed modules) and

individual tutorial sessions.

During April of the clinical placement, the Creative and Performing

Arts were explored. Professional resource people from a variety of set-

i_ngs were invited to develop twen6y-five hours of workshop experices

in Ijramatics, Lu: and .,.o,ement.
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Human Relations Comnonent

Throughout the entire thirty-two week sequence, weekly sessions were

to be held during which Interns would explore the dynamics of interperson-

al behavior. It was hoped that through techniques of role playirv, self-

awareness training and discussions of personal feelings and concerns, the

Interns would become more censitive to themselves as they interacted with

peers, with learners, and with the social system of the school.

The foci for these sessions were to emerge from the on-going concerns

of the group.

The spirit of the Human Relations Component was that of Combs, Jersild,
10

and Rogers. We clearly sUoseribed to the construct of "self as instrument"

in teaching. Hence, the search for self-understanding was fundamental to

our planned program.

Over time, it became apparent that the peeeence of the three professors

was inhibiting candid interaction among the interns. Consequently, the

format of the component was modified. The New College students chose to

continue the Human Relations Component on their o7.7r.3 for three hours weekly.

As it happened however, these sessions soon took on a very different

clearacter, and by the Sprine semester the students were scheduling films,

resource people to speak on topics'of special interest, etc. As a group

U ey had appeeeetiy deefatee from tziL;k: of introspectiene

Howe7er, adeLlsoment and r,-,,eiee el cue:

individual basis.

en ee
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Study of Teaching Component

Instruction in a system of Verbal Interaction Analysis was deemed

essential to developing the Interns' ability to identity and relate the

variables involved in teaching. Furthermore, it was vied as fund -

mental to a tonchor trainee in that, it provide one with a tool for con-

stant and renewed scrutiny of cne'L own teaching throughout his career.

Therefore, during the first two weeks of the Encounter Year, students

spent approximately twenty -seven classroom hours learning the Joyce SY2tcm
11

for Codirg Student end Teacher Comnn!.catiens.

Theoretical and cperational understandings of Joyce's five categories

were developed:

Sanctions

Information Processing (Bloom)

Opinions

Structuring

Maintenance

The fornat of instructicn for this component included rea-iings, dis-

cussion, observation and coding of transcripts, taped lessons and live

lessons in the public schools,.

At the conclusion of the instructional period each student was re-

quired to sctmio :L(; ,

in Lle sanool I'C' .2

closing) of each tar wero then r odrA the ninf!onfs ,Invcr
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12
and thirteen key indices were computed. SUbsequently the'students

examined theinstatictics in.thslight of contemporary research regarding

.clas6room climate, questioning, group dynamics, etc., each intern reacting

to-his style as reflected by the indices. Students were then required

to prepare a statement of desirable change to-which they would address

themselves in the coming months. Deriving from Joyce's belief that a

teacher should be capable of implementing a variety of learning environ-

.mentS for different purposes and different children, our students were

encouraged to "flex" their teaching styles and explore new teaching

strategies.

As the Encounter Year terminated, students were again required to

prepare audio tapes of their interaction with learners. Subsequently,

they coded and computed the indices for this tape, and identified, ex-

plained and evaluated changes in their teaching styles from the first

to the second tape.

:enta

Recent legislation clearly indicates that the days of designing

innovations in teacher education on the university level alone are over.

Presently, public school'and university personnel, members of local

school boards and community representatives are collectively designing

and implementing teacher traiding programs. Zle proi:mm

was designed and executed by university persomficl alcnu. All deci:lien-

making regarding the program's development, and the bulk of, evaluation

were done at the university level. The public selicois aeLcd rucciv,..ro -
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their decision-making and advisory powers were small. Recorznendations,

and suggestions could be made, but generally, Cooperating Teachers were

not adequately trained in the various program components to take on a

genuine role of supervision and training of our Interns. In reality,

our Cooperating Teachers received an "extra pair of hands" in their

classrooms in return for allowing our Interns to make flexible use of

time and children to execute their various university assignments.

Naturally, had we the time and money for intensive training and

on-going inservice work for the Cooperating Teachers, or had they been

involved in our New College program development from thecnset, our

Interns would have benefited from more widespread supervisory contact.

Also associated with-our students' field experience is the fact

that a comprehensive study of the economic, social and political prob-

lems of the school communities was not provided for. Such factors have

monumental influences on the children, on parent-teacher and teacher-

pupil relationships, on curriculum, etc. At hofctra University, in

Hempstead, Long Island, we are fortunate enough to 'have a wide variety

of educational settings within a reasonable distance of the campus. In

addition to suburban settings, New York City is easily accessible, pro-

viding a totally different kind of school structure - a large bureau-

cracy involved in erelor'ng d,- Ized cority ocaruT.

We did, however, place cur stl,:nt, ir var-ieci cLnirLf:t,

but had we built into the program an extensive investigation by the

7:6,cmn eorrunf_tics in weich J:oy

experience would have resulted.



Regarding the Models of Teaching Component, and the use of interaction

analysis, a major criticism often raised is that when we break down teach-

ing behavior in these ways we are being atomistic and mechanistic. A sig-

nificant point raised is that in order to study teaching we MUST break it

down. What is equally important however, suggests Lindsey, is that we

remember to put it all back together afterwards - in other words, into.

grate the variables identified and examined. Attention was given to this

integration in the New College program in seminars and in individual con-

ferences with Interns.

In order to provide a balance between cognition and affect in the

programs'we included a Human Relations Component. It was within this

component that we intended to explore the humanistic side of teaching. It

was to our dismay that regularly scheduled g;!oup meetings of this nature

waned by mid-year. However, sote important revelations did occur early

in the year, and individual counseling continued for some of our students

throughout the program. One young man in crisis from thq onset utilized

our early seminars and individual counseling to explore his strained in-

teractions with children in the classroom. Based upon these sessions

which provoked self-inquiry and reflection, he withdrew from the program.

Another girl in the program suffering from a severe visual handicap

and extremely low self-concept made progress in her search for self -

understanding via individual counseling initiated through our New College

program.
"
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Related to the Mc,(!els of Teaching Component ie. the question regarding

just how many models a iv::inee can actually learn and actualize with

students in elementarj school classrooms. Stated in another way, we may

ask if all students are capable of learning and utilizing any type of model.

Hunt's research on matching models and learners provides us with sore

suggestions for program development, but little research is presently

available regarding the matching of models and teachers. One small scale
13

study conducted by &ken suggests that, there may be models which some

students will have great difficulty in actualizing successfully. Having

received instruction in the theoretical bases of the Taba Nodel of In-

ductive Thinking, having gone through the instructional modules, having

practiced the model five times with some videotape feedback, only four

students in an N of 5 were rated successfully on this model. Extension

of the study to larger samples and other models should be fruitful in

determining if indeed there are models which a trainee cannot master, and

just what the realistic limits on a teacher's repertoire right be.

We know how important the theoretical base is if students are likely

to be adaptive and flexf.ble in their use of the models. Supervision of

the Interns interacting with learners, and the units which they developed

in the content areas did reflect appropriate use of the models and judic.ous

application to a wide varf.ety of settings.

At the conclusion of the EncoLner Year ws raised sonc quest.in.;

recardin!: our prorram's prevision for cultivtien of the Crcati-..e and Per-
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forming Arts. Although the resource people who developed twenty-five

hours of workshops were very talented and provided for exciting, highly

imaginative experiences, we found one intene.ve week of instruction in

the arts to be inadequate. The Interns as well expresses; a similar con-

cern. We believc that the affective areas, as well as the cognitive

areas, are developmental in nature and are worthy of ongoing considera.:.

tion. Vie believe that time should be utilized so that the arts evolve

within a training program in association with the cognitive areas, as we

would hope to be the case within elementary school classrooms. In the

revised New College program we plan to restructure this component.



DIAGRAM 1

SCOPE AND SEQUENCE OF NEW COLLEGL EXPERIMENTAL TEACHER TRAINING
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